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The old Master lives alone,without family,without teeth.



There was only a boy stays with the Master every night in his dream.



In his dream,they play together.



They paint together.



They go home togother.



Little boy often asks where are the Master’s teeth.
Master replied that he had lost them and they could not be found.



The little boy told the Master that he was willing to give his teeth to the Master.



One day,the boy cried and told the Master that he could never come to him again.



The Master was awakened by the ringing,his apprentice told him that his teeth were found.



He came to the studio and saw a big piece of ivory.



He fondled the ivory felt very familiar.



That night,he dreamed of the boy again who had turned into an angle.
The angle asked the Master:“Grandpa,have you received my teeth?”



“Teeth? Is it your ivory?”



In his dreams,they used to play together.



In his dreams,they used to paint together.



In his dreams,they used to go home together.



But…Now…





The end



Elephant’s tusk is not just a tusk

Bin Zhou
Translated by Peiran Shen

Objects are often valued by their rarity. Ivory is rare, and therefore, scarce. There is a Chinese idiom says, “Xiang Chi Fen Shen” (象齿焚身). While being used to describe people often attract

misfortune while processing wealth, the phrase means, word by word, elephants are killed for their tusks. What do humans want from ivory? Apart from being turned into chopsticks or pen

pots, which none of these has to use ivory in the first place. Most ivory was craved into displays for the rich and the powerful, a symbol for status.Whether its practical gadgets or useless giant

vanity projects, ivory needs crafting to be transformed into magnificence. This is the definition of ivory craving. Ivory carving is a craft that is hard to master, so much more complicated than

hunting down a few elephants. From this point of view, the scarcity of ivory is not only because its rare to acquire, but also because of the delicate crafts applied onto these hunts. Without

crafting, ivory does not have much value to people.This craft, however, is making some indecisive when coming to prohibiting ivory trade. They want to preserve the craft of ivory craving while

there is no vivid craving can mask the lack of content on ivory cravings. Because no matter how passionate these people are when it comes to the craft of ivory carving, it can not justify the

indifference they have against elephants. Ivory is not just incisors for elephants, it is their lifeline. Human beings cruelly build our warmth, fashion and delicate crafts on top of cadavers of

other animals. In the main time, it is also human beings that consistently find fancy excuses to try and justify and mask their cruelty.


